How to get to Werum‘s headquarters in Lüneburg
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This is, how you can find us:
From Hamburg Airport ‘Fuhlsbuettel‘ take the motorway A 7 / E 45 direction Hannover until
you get to the motorway intersection Maschener Kreuz. (Alternatively go through the city across
the Elbe bridges ‘Elbbrücken‘, take the motorway A 255 passing ‘Hamburg-Veddel’, and in
‘Hamburg-Sued’ get on the A 1/E 22 direction Bremen, also get of at ‘Maschener Kreuz’). Take
the motorway A 39 / A 250 direction Lueneburg. Just before you get to Lueneburg the motorway
changes into a four-lane beltway. Stay on it until you get to the exit Scharnebeck/Ebensberg.
From Hannover you take the motorway A 7 / E 45 direction Hamburg. Get off at the exit
Soltau-Ost. Continue driving on the trunk road B 71 direction Lueneburg/Munster and after two
kilometers turn left and take the B 209 direction Amelinghausen/Lüneburg. Keep following it.
Just before you get to Lüneburg the motorway changes into a four-lane beltway. Stay on it until
you get to the exit Scharnebeck/Ebensberg.
From Berlin please take the motorway A 24 / E 26 direction Schwerin/Hamburg. Get off at the
exit Hornbek and take the trunk road to Lauenburg. In Lauenburg turn onto the B 209 and just
follow it all the way to Lüneburg. Having passed Adendorf and just the entrance to Lüneburg,
get on the beltway B 4 / B 209 direction Soltau/Uelzen and take right the next exit
Scharnebeck/Ebensberg.
Having left the beltway please turn left. Before reaching the traffic light turn left again - you
will directly reach our company’s premise.
By train you take the train to the railway station Lüneburg. From there, a taxi can take you to
Werum’s premises in just 5 minutes.
We are looking forward to welcoming you at our Lüneburg offices.

